Program Title:

Software for Private Clubs:
Future Plans of the Top Providers
Program Description:
Get ready for some excitement !! Unlike more “traditional” panel
presentations at CMAA and other industry conferences, where panelists
make formal, individual presentations, this panel will encourage a lively,
interactive discourse. The moderator will present the panelists with a
series of 10 key questions (along with follow-up questions) in order to
generate candid discussion with, and among, the panelists. Each panelist
will be invited to address each question, and discussion between panelists
will be encouraged. The questions have been selected by the moderator
based upon topics that are of the greatest interest to club managers.
The first 60 minutes of the program will focus on the moderator’s 10 key
questions. Then the audience will be invited to pose their own questions to
the panelists during the final 30 minutes. Previous CMAA World
Conference panel sessions using this style (in 2000 and 2003) were wellattended and received very high ratings from the managers attending.

Panel Participants:
 John Billowits, President, Jonas Software, Toronto, Ontario.
 Mark Lipsitt, CEO, NorthStar Technologies, Parker (Denver),
Colorado.
 Mark Schlake, CEO, ClubSoft, Leawood, Kansas (Kansas City).
 Anthony Strange, President, IBS, Richmond, Virginia.
 Mike Talbot, CEO, TAI Consulting, Bingham Farms (Detroit),
Michigan.
 Don Williams, CEO, ClubTec, Dallas, Texas.

Panel Moderator:
Bill Boothe, Director of Club Technology Consulting, RSM McGladrey, Inc.,
West Palm Beach, Florida.
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Moderator’s 10 Key Questions
1. As top executives of your respective companies, each of you constantly evaluate
new and different computer technologies for the club industry. In your opinion,
what are the most significant and useful technologies to enter the club market
recently? What do you see on the horizon? How does technology add value to the
services offered by clubs to their members?
2. What specifically makes your company, products or services different from the
others represented here today?
3. In your opinion, what factors will be most telling in a club software provider’s
ability to survive and prosper during the next five years?
4. Now that the Internet has become pervasive in today’s computer world, in your
opinion, how can this technology be best put to work for private clubs?
5. When we look at the core software solutions offered by club systems vendors,
such as membership, accounting, POS and reservations, there seems to be two
different philosophies regarding the source of those programs. Some companies
offer only software that they have developed themselves, while others offer
rd
applications written by 3 party sources. What are the pros and cons of those
two approaches?
6. In talking with clubs all across the nation, customer support stands out as an
important issue. In your opinion, what are the most difficult customer support
issues facing the industry today, and why? What can be done to improve
customer service?
7. Most clubs do not have an IT person on staff to handle day-to-day support. Since
computers are now present in most every club operation, do you see a need for
clubs to hire an in-house systems administrator to manage their systems? What
factors would cause a club to consider hiring such a person? What type of person
should they hire?
8. We all know that selecting the right system is just half the battle – getting it
properly implemented is the other half. What tips can you offer to improve the
chances for a successful implementation?
9. All of you gentlemen have the opportunity to work with managers from a variety of
private clubs. As the world in general becomes more knowledgeable about
computers, we might ask: "Just how computer literate does a club manager need to
be in today's private club market?" In your opinion, what kinds of specific computer
knowledge are needed by club managers today?
10. What are your company’s top priorities during the next 12 to 18 months, and
why?
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Participant Biographies and Company Briefs
(as of October 9, 2006)
1. John Billowits, President, Jonas Software
a. The Company
i. Established in 1990, Toronto, Ontario
ii. 3,500 private club installations (Jonas, ClubSystems Group and
Smyth Systems product lines)
iii. 201 employees
b. John Billowits
i. President
ii. 5 years in the club industry
iii. Former CFO and VP of Client Services for Jonas, and held prior
positions at Dell and Price Waterhouse.
2. Mark Lipsitt, CEO, NorthStar Technologies
a. The Company
i. Established in 2002, Parker (Denver), Colorado
ii. 60 private club installations
iii. 56 employees
b. Mark Lipsitt
i. CEO
ii. 10 years in the club industry
iii. Was a consultant to the club industry, and a hospitality technology
instructor at two major universities, prior to joining NorthStar.
3. Mark Schlake, CEO, ClubSoft
a. The Company
i. Established in 1997 as a Jonas Dealer, 2005 as the current product
company, Leawood, Kansas (Kansas City)
ii. 35 private club installations
iii. 15 company employees, 10 dealer personnel
b. Mark Schlake
i. Founder and CEO
ii. 20 years in the club industry
iii. Worked for four club software providers prior to forming ClubSoft.
4. Anthony Strange, President, IBS
a. The Company
i. Established in 1991, Richmond, Virginia
ii. 185 private club installations (plus 900 semi-private and public golf
installations)
iii. 65 employees
b. Anthony Strange
i. Founder and President/CEO
ii. 15 years in the club industry
iii. Developed the original IBS POS solution.
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Participant Biographies and Company Briefs (continued)
(as of October 9, 2006)
5. Mike Talbot, CEO, TAI Consulting
a. The Company
i. Established in 1997, Bingham Farms (Detroit), Michigan
ii. 250 private club installations
iii. 10 employees
b. Mike Talbot
i. Co-Founder and CEO
ii. 20 years in the club industry
iii. Managed MAI Basic Four’s Membership vertical solutions
development through the 1980’s. Purchased Club Management
solutions from MAI in 1993.
6. Don Williams, CEO, ClubTec
a. The Company
i. Established in 1981 as ClubCard, 1986 as ClubTec, Dallas, Texas
ii. 550 private club installations
iii. 45 employees
b. Don Williams
i. Founder and CEO
ii. 30 years in the club industry
iii. Began with CCA in 1976, moved to CDI in 1979 (club management
companies) prior to forming ClubCard.

Moderator Biography and Company Brief
Bill Boothe, Director of Club Technology Consulting, RSM McGladrey, Inc.
The Company
a. Established in 1926, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
th
b. 5 largest public accounting, tax and consulting firm in U.S.
c. 300+ private club technology consulting clients since 1989 (80,000
total clients)
d. 25 employees dedicated to private club industry work – audit, tax,
consulting (5,500 total employees)
Bill Boothe
a. Founder and Director of Club Technology Consulting practice
b. 17 years in the Club industry
c. Began in 1979 with Tandy Corporation, installing TRS-80 PC’s in
school districts and universities
d. Joined McGladrey in 1985 as software trainer and computer generalist
consultant
e. Began club industry specialization in 1989.
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Articles of Interest
Attached are several articles that address topics to be discussed by the
panelists. The articles are:
 “Is Handheld POS Practical for Private Clubs?”, Club Management,
October, 2006.
 “Voice Over IP – What’s It All About?”, Club Management, June,
2006.
 “The Tipping Point for Club Technology”, The Boardroom, April, 2006.
 “Software Fees: Should They Be Higher?”, The Boardroom, October,
2005.
 “Data Mining: The Next Big Thing in Club Technology”, Club
Director, January, 2005.
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Is Handheld POS Practical for
Private Clubs?
By Bill Boothe
Using handheld POS devices in the
dining room is a topic that comes up
often in discussions with private club
board members and managers. It
seems as though there is a lot of curiosity about this technology: How
does it work? Where is it used? Is it
practical? Is it affordable? Should our
club be using it?
Consider that handheld POS
has been around for years, is
purported to be operating
in about 2,000 U.S.
restaurants (and
many thousands
more in Europe),
and yet it has
virtually no
presence in
private
clubs. No
wonder
that this
topic gets
a lot of
play in
the club
industr y.
Clubs are
a l w a y s
looking for
ways
to
speed
up
member service in the dining
room, and handheld POS devices are
touted by manufacturers as a way to reduce the
time from taking the order
at the table to presenting the
order in the kitchen and at the bar.
Here’s the theoretical proposition of
handheld POS:
“Using traditional methods, the
server takes the order tableside by
writing it down on a captain’s pad (or
memorizing it if they’re really good)
and then enters it later at a POS station. This is a redundant process,
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where the order is actually recorded
twice — once in writing (or in memory) and a second time at the POS station. Handhelds eliminate the duplication by recording the order directly
into the POS device right at the table
— thus saving time.”

So if it’s
that easy, why isn’t everyone doing it?
Here are some of the reasons that are
offered by the club naysayers:
• The equipment is easily damaged
and expensive to replace.
• The POS devices can be difficult

to read and require more wait staff
training than traditional POS devices.
• Handhelds use unreliable wireless
technology that periodically drops the
signal during order entry.
• The devices are used almost exclusively in public restaurants with very
limited menus. A typical club’s extensive menu doesn’t lend itself to being
entered on a tiny POS screen.
• The technology annoys
members because it takes the
server’s attention off the
member and puts it on
the device.
The merit of
each of those
points can be argued at great
length. Pros
and cons for
each can be
lined up, and
a case for or
against each
point can be
made. But
let’s skip that
debate altogether for a
moment, and
shift our attention back to the
basic premise of
handheld POS —
that (when implemented properly) it
saves a significant amount
of time. Is that really true? I
don’t think so. Here’s why.
When a member’s order is taken
tableside in the traditional fashion, a
good server can write down that order
just about as fast as the member can
verbalize it. That’s because welltrained servers use a shorthand system
to record items, modifiers, and sides.
With the exception of a particularly
complex string of special instructions,
well-trained wait staff can write memwww.club-mgmt.com

ber orders about as fast as the members can spout them out.
Not so when those same orders are
taken on a handheld POS device. Each
item must be meticulously entered,
with all modifiers, meat temps, and
special instructions entered in the correct order, and in their entirety. That

lag” happens right in front of the
member — and that can be annoying.
To help put this discussion in perspective, here’s a recent first-hand experience I had with handheld POS. A
few weeks ago, my wife and I, our son,
and his fiancée dined together at an
upscale restaurant with a reputation

taking, and a very professional presentation of specials and recommended
items by the waiter.
Then the ordering began — and the
process hit a snag, not that any of us
offered up anything very difficult to
record. Two of the four orders were
straight off the menu, and the other

Handheld
Please...
Check,

POS
When considering the use of handheld POS

in your club dining area,

consider the impact it will have on service.

As one waiter said at a public upscale restaurant,

the use of the POS device prevented him from

maintaining constant eye contact with customers.

can create a bit of a delay at the table
as the server works to properly enter
all of the order details for each member. Plus, order edits (“Let me change
from the fries to potato salad,” “Make
that bread wheat instead of rye”) are
much more time-consuming to execute on a POS device than on a pad of
paper. Worst of all, this “POS entry
www.club-mgmt.com

for great food and excellent service. It
was our first visit, and I was pleasantly
surprised to see that the waiters were
using handheld POS devices at tableside. I thought to myself, “Great — this
will give me an up-close look at how
well this technology really works.” The
tableside service was top-notch, with a
warm welcome, timely beverage order-

two had only simple substitutions. Yet,
the “POS entry lag” was noticeable, as
we kept getting ahead of the waiter’s
ability to record our orders. Even
worse, the waiter was forced to continuously stare at the POS screen
throughout, looking up only after
completing each person’s order.
(Funny, but most good waiters have a
Club Management / August 2006 3

The simpler
the better?
“POS entry lag”
can occur

POS
when a waiter

must stop taking

one person’s order
to finish up the

previous one.
knack for looking at you while
they are writing your order, and
POS removes any chance for that
eye contact.)
On our way out, I stopped to
chat with the waiter, who looked to
be in his late 20s. Turned out that he had
been waiting tables for six years, had been
working at that restaurant for two years, and had been using
the POS device for more than three months. I asked him
what he thought of it, and he said frankly, “It’s a good idea
on paper, but in use, it’s not really appropriate for a quality
restaurant.” I asked him to elaborate, and he made the following points:
• He prided himself on being able to take orders with
minimal writing while maintaining eye contact throughout.
He felt that the handheld POS took away that connection
with the customers.
• He was well-aware of the “POS entry lag,” and regretted
having to ask customers to hold up a moment while he entered the previous person’s order.
• Certain orders were so complex that he had to skip entering them at tableside for later entry after leaving the table.
He worried that other, less-experienced wait staff were taking even longer to enter orders than he, and that the personal connection with customers was being strained.
• He and his fellow servers were all relatively computerliterate, and thought the handhelds were “kind of cool” —
but not very practical.
• He didn’t think tableside POS was saving any significant
amount of time — and in some cases, it was taking longer
than traditional methods.
• Overall, he felt that the potential time savings wasn’t
enough to justify the impersonal nature of the handheld at
the table.
Interesting observations — from an experienced waiter in
a public restaurant, offering many fewer menu options than
are expected by the typical private club member. Just a single
4 Club Management / August 2006

example of POS usage at tableside? Of
course. But it’s food for thought as
boards and managers consider
handheld technology for use in
their clubs.
Note that along with time
savings, manufacturers also
point to other benefits of
handheld POS: eliminates time
spent by servers waiting in line
to use POS stations; eliminates
need for servers to ever leave
the dining floor, thus improving service; and provides
more time for servers to “up
sell” at the table. These can
be significant benefits for a
public restaurant, but for a
private club?
First, very few clubs
experience lines at their
POS stations. If that’s
the case, they simply
need to add a few more
stations. Second, most
servers (especially at
lunch when time savings is most important) are doing more
than just taking orders.
Their service chores should take
them right past the POS stations, so no
major time savings there. Finally, very little “up
selling” is possible (or even appropriate) at lunch in a private
club. Bottom line — handhelds can offer strong benefits for
public restaurants with a limited menu, but are highly questionable for the operations of a typical private club whose
members tend to make up their own menus on the fly.
By the way, if your club is truly interested in adopting tableside POS, or a more limited version of mobile POS on the
patio or around the pool, you may have trouble getting
much traction. In our July 2006 survey of the top eight club
software vendors, not much was available. Four of the companies don’t have a handheld solution at all, one was in development but still a year away, and three have just one or
two installs each (you too can be a guinea pig). All of the
vendors agreed that there is a lot of chatter in the industry
on this topic, but very few serious requests from clubs.
But maybe we’ve missed something, and if so, we’d like to
know. If your club is using handhelds for any kind of F&B
POS, or if you know of a club that is, please contact me to
chat. I’ll report back anything we uncover in a future article.
C
Bill Boothe is director of Club/Resort Technology Consulting
for RSM McGladrey, Inc., one of the nation’s largest business
services providers. He has assisted more than 300 private clubs
and resorts with the planning, evaluation, selection, and implementation of computer technology in all facets of their operations. Bill has published more than 40 articles on club/resort
technology, and is a frequent speaker at hospitality conferences.
He can be reached at bill.boothe@rsmi.com, (561) 682-1638, or
at www.rsmmcgladrey.com/privateclubs.
www.club-mgmt.com

Voice
Over

IP

by Bill Boothe
Less than 10 years from now you
won’t be able to buy a traditional PBX
phone system that does not support
VoIP. That’s what telephony experts are
now predicting, due to the introduction of a new and exciting technology
called Voice Over Internet Protocol
(VoIP). This is a new concept to most
organizations — including private
clubs — and brings with it a host of
questions and concerns about how
VoIP can be used effectively in small
businesses. To address these issues, we
have consulted with two senior-level
telephony experts offering extensive
experience in telecommunications and
VoIP technology (their credits are listed at the conclusion of this article).
Their input forms the technical foundation for this article. So, let’s get started with the basics: What is VoIP and
how is it used?
VoIP — An Overview

The stated purpose of VoIP is “to
leverage the organization’s investment
in data communications.” Data com-

— What’s It

All
About?

munications? Isn’t VoIP about voice
communications? Yes — and no.
Here’s the concept. Most businesses
use telephones and computers. Historically, these technologies use separate
cables, hardware, and vendors. As a result, businesses have voice lines, which
purely handle voice communications,
along with a separate data infrastruc-

Bill Boothe is Director of Club/Resort Technology Consulting for RSM
McGladrey, Inc. one of the nation’s largest business services providers.
He has assisted more than 300 private clubs and resorts with the planning, evaluation, selection and implementation of computer technology in
all facets of their operations. He can be reached at bill.boothe@rsmi.com
or at (561) 682-1638.

ture. The overriding idea behind VoIP
is to integrate voice to an existing data
infrastructure, creating an integrated
voice/data connection.
Continued on next page
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It all starts inside the physical
buildings by eliminating duplicate
wiring for phones and computers.
Today, phones can use at a minimum
Category 3 (four-pair) wiring from
each phone back to the PBX. Computers use Category 5, 5e, or 6 wire from
each computer/device back to the net-

in a new or refurbished structure. But
there’s more to it than that.
The value of voice and data integration continues into the Wide Area Network (WAN) connections. This is
where the biggest bang for the buck is
found. If the business is supporting
two or more physical locations that are
connected for voice and data transmissions, VoIP can allow voice and data to

MAJOR COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL

VoIP

PLAYERS
PLAYERS

3Com
•• 3Com
Avaya (formerly
(formerly Lucent)
Lucent)
•• Avaya
Cisco
•• Cisco
Mitel
•• Mitel
NEC
•• NEC
Nortel
•• Nortel
Shoretel
•• Shoretel
Siemens
•• Siemens

work server (directly or through
switches/hubs). These cables represent
separate voice and data cable infrastructure dedicated to each function.
From a cabling standpoint, the
thought behind VoIP is to use a single
set of four-pair wires for both voice
and data. The phone would simply become a network device that plugs into
the computer network. IP phones include a jack to plug in a desktop or
laptop computer. Both the phone and
the computer share one wire simultaneously. That can reduce wiring costs

be integrated, reducing the number of
lines needed to connect each site. This
is especially important if those connections are over a long distance, requiring the leasing of high-speed service from the phone company. Since
VoIP allows voice traffic to be delivered over the same link, the consolidation of voice and data transmissions
can save a significant amount on
monthly charges.
How Does VoIP Work?

Standard voice transmissions take
64Kbps of bandwidth — for each voice

conversation. With VoIP, workable
bandwidth can be compressed down
to as little as 30Kbps, allowing many
more conversations to be transmitted
on the same circuit. For example, traditional T-1 service for voice (leased
from the local phone company or
other service provider) handles a maximum of 24 simultaneous voice conversations. Using VoIP, that same T-1
circuit can handle approximately 50 simultaneous conversations. More importantly for many organizations,
voice traffic compressed to workable
levels can be added to existing data
lines to reduce the overall cost of
leased line services.
Compression of voice telephone
calls must be done carefully. Each
compression has the potential to impact the call quality. While some vendors suggest that compression can be
done to 11Kbps, we have found that in
the real world, the call quality at a level
below 30Kbps is unacceptable to most
business clients.
What About Using the Internet?

That’s a tantalizing thought. What if
we could use DSL and the Internet to
handle our data and voice at a fraction
of the cost of connectivity through
dedicated leased telephone company
lines? Unfortunately, that’s not practical — yet. While VoIP can be conducted over the public Internet, it is not
recommended by our experts. Simply
stated, using the Internet, VoIP doesn’t
provide a “commercial grade” level of
service. Here’s why.
Quality and consistency of the connections can’t be guaranteed using the
Internet like it can be with dedicated
leased service from the phone company. When you buy leased services, the
phone company dedicates circuits to
your business, and provides a “quality
of service guarantee” that specifies the
amount of bandwidth you will always
have available, and the speed at which
your transmissions will travel. The Internet, on the other hand, cannot
guarantee a certain path from point A
to point B. As a result, you can’t anticipate the number of “hops” that will be
used to handle your transmissions.
The more hops, the slower (and lower
quality) the service. Internet speed will
need to increase significantly in order
for the quality to reach acceptable levels. In the next five years, our experts
tell us, the Internet backbone may be
sufficiently upgraded and reconfigured
to support the required speed for vi-

able VoIP solutions.
What’s Needed to Handle VoIP?

First of all, your club’s local area
network (LAN) must be running
100Mbps switched service. That means
you must be using network switches in
place of hubs. If more than one switch
is used in a single location (building),
they should be connected together
through a 100Mbps or a Gigabit backplane (1,000Mbps), which provides
very fast communications between the
switches within the building.
Second, you will need VoIP routers.
Older routers may not be capable of
handling VoIP correctly. In the past
two years router manufacturers have
implemented specific options within
their router software to better guarantee the quality of service for VoIP connections. If your club’s routers are
more than two years old, they will
probably have to be upgraded or replaced. Even if you have purchased
routers recently, you may need to add
memory or software to handle the
voice traffic.
Another required piece of hardware
is the VoIP server that functions like
your current PBX. Clubs will need to
use a dedicated Windows network
server to run the VoIP operations. Of
course, your network security must
also be up to par. Successful hackers
would be able to intercept voice communications if lax security made your
network vulnerable. Our experts recommend that you follow the security
“best practices” recommended by Microsoft and the associated vendors.
Their rule of thumb is: protect your
VoIP system as you would the club’s
computer data.
Finally, you will need to maintain
some traditional telephones and lines
in each location, connected directly to
the phone company itself — not to the
VoIP server — to provide voice service
in case of an extended loss of electrical
power or other emergencies (such as
911 services to the local police and fire
departments). Remember that VoIP is
computer-based, and needs electrical
power to operate (unlike traditional
phones which can be powered off the
telephone lines themselves). Battery
backup systems for computers typically only last 10-30 minutes. So, if you
experience an extended electrical outage, you will lose access to the VoIP
server and phones.
What About the VoIP Phones

Themselves?

Keep in mind that “IP phones” are
actually small computers and provide
similar features to traditional phones.
IP phones typically sport an oversized
display (like a small computer screen)
that provides an amazing array of information and features. For instance,
IP-based voicemail can display the
name of the caller (for calls from the
outside you need caller ID), the number that called, how long the message
is — and if a document has been attached. That’s right, a caller can attach
a document (Word, Excel, etc.) or fax
to a voicemail message, which you can
then bring up on your computer. Or
the reverse — you can attach a voicemail message to an e-mail, and the
person receiving it can play the voice
piece with MP3, Real Audio, or Windows Media. You can even click on a
phone number in MS Outlook (on
your computer) and automatically dial
the phone. The idea is to combine the
features of your computer and phone
to increase productivity.
Implementation Guidelines

VoIP is much more complex to install, debug, test, and tune than a traditional PBX system. To start, you must
be able to control the infrastructure of
the club’s WAN if you are using VoIP
to connect distant buildings. Your telecom carrier needs to be aware that you
will be using VoIP so that they can
minimize the number of routers they
position between your club’s router at
point A and your other router at point
B. Notify the provider right away of
your intentions so they can configure
for the least number of “hops.”
VoIP is also much more time-consuming to implement than a traditional phone system, due to the number of
technical people who must be involved
and the level of complexity of the system itself. That’s because IP routers
must be configured very precisely to
ensure that the quality of service
(QoS) is the same as with a traditional
PBX solution. Every remote location is
“tuned” and “tweaked” differently and
requires the attention of experienced
networking and VoIP professionals.
This is not a job for your local data or
phone people to tackle. You need professionals with a strong track record
for installing VoIP.
You should also note that most
VoIP system providers do not include
user training as a part of their standard
package. Often these providers make

the assumption that users will “catch
on as they go,” which can make the
transition from a traditional PBX to
VoIP more difficult than it needs to be.
Our experts recommend that you
make sure user (as well as administrator) training is included with any VoIP
implementation.
On-Going Maintenance and

For
For a
a club
club
with
with
multiple
multiple
locations
locations
utilizing
utilizing
voice
voice and
and
data
data on
on
separate
separate
leased
leased
circuits,
circuits,
VoIP
VoIP is
is
worth
worth
looking
looking
at
at now.
now.

Support

Once implemented by a qualified
vendor, VoIP is similar to a traditional
PBX for the end user to maintain. That
makes VoIP practical for clubs with
limited on-site technology expertise.
The customer is able, and required, to
do much more in the daily “care and
Continued on next page
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VENDOR SHOWCASE

Abacus 21
Abacus 21 develops software for clubs, resorts, and homeowner associations, including membership, point-of-sale, inventory purchasing,
reservations, room accommodations, concierge, work orders, timekeeping, website management, gift cards, electronic bank interfaces, and accounting.
www.abacus21.com
ABC Solutions
ABC Solutions, LLC develops comprehensive Windows- and Webbased software solutions for the hospitality, private club, and resort industries, including membership, accounting, lodging, restaurant, and retail point-of-sale systems.
www.clubmanagement.com
Aspen Information Systems
Aspen’s Visual Clubmate software suite provides powerful member
management, check-in, incentive points, credit book, scheduling, POS,
inventory, EFT, receivables, fitness testing, exercise prescription, and logging. These modular-based programs are designed specifically for managing the needs of today’s member-based facilities.
www.aspensoftware.com
Buz Software
Buz Club Manager is a suite of programs for the private club industry.
Buz applications are built on a state-of-the-art Microsoft platform using
.Net technology with a SQL Server database. Buz applications can run as
standalone or as an integrated solution. Applications include Member
Manager, Retail and F&B POS, Accounting, Data Miner, Tee Times, and
WebCommunicator.
www.buzsoftware.com
ClubSoft
ClubSoft’s suite of club management applications are designed utilizing the latest Microsoft tools of VB.Net, ASP.Net, and Microsoft SQL. This
translates into easy-to-use and familiar software unprecedented in the
club industry.
www.clubsoftinc.com
ClubTec
With ClubTec’s full suite of Windows software, the company ranks as
one of the industry’s leading software providers. Additionally, ClubTec
has now released its full suite on the SQL platform, which is the latest
and most powerful Microsoft operating platform ever developed.
www.clubtec.com
Crescent Systems
Crescent Systems has been providing club management software solutions since 1997. The Crescent System is Windows-based software
with programs such as point-of-sale, fine dining, and event management, fully integrated into accounting for member billing, accounts
payable, and general ledger.
www.crescentsystems.com

Golf Club Solutions
Golf Club Solutions, Inc. is a full-featured Web services provider. Their
services include custom Web design, hosting, database-driven e-commerce, a bulk e-mail engine, and more. They combine the knowledge
and expertise of a PGA professional with a talented staff of technical experts to create robust, database-driven websites that are customized for
each client.
www.golfclubsolutions.com
IBS Software
IBS has been serving the club Industry for more than 15 years and
has built its outstanding reputation on integrity and service. The IBS suite
of club management software products include membership billing, fine
dining F&B, accounting, events and banquets, Web membership, and
more. Approximately 1,200 clubs, courses, and resorts use IBS products.
www.goibs.com
Jonas Software
Jonas Software is the leading technology partner for over 3,300
clubs across North America. Jonas Software Solutions build and enrich
relationships, increase revenues, and decrease costs. Jonas’ ever-growing portfolio of software modules now exceeds 60 to include the new eBackup, e-Payments, ClubHouse Online, and Lottery.
www.jonassoftware.com
Northstar
Northstar Technologies provides a Next-Generation software solution
for private clubs. The Northstar suite is a comprehensive, fully-integrated, single database application that includes membership, point-of-sale,
retail, accounts receivable, accounts payable, banquet planning, and inventory.
www.globalnorthstar.com
ReServe Interactive
ReServe Interactive makes it easy to increase business and provide
exceptional service. The company offers a comprehensive, fully-integrated suite of hospitality technology products including reservations, table
management, catering, and events software solutions. With predictable,
repeatable parameters, ReServe software provides more efficiency and
control in managing front-of-house operations while improving customer
satisfaction.
www.reserveinteractive.com
TAI Consulting
TAI Consulting is a national provider of fully-integrated and customizable software solutions for the private club, resort, and golf industry. With
over 25 years of software development and installation expertise, TAI is
considered an industry leader in information systems and software integration.
www.taiconsulting.com

Technology—

new location. In addition, potentially complicated features
such as automated attendant are a breeze to set up and
maintain.

Continued from previous page

feeding” of a VoIP solution. However, VoIP administrative
tools are easier to use than those provided with a typical traditional PBX system. VoIP tools are Windows-based and
much more intuitive for the “novice” administrator. While
the PBX providers have similar Windows-based tools for
management, these tools are often options and have additional cost.
For example, movement of phones is easier with VoIP.
The user simply unplugs the phone, carries it to the desired
location, and plugs it back into an active network jack. The
phone initializes itself and the user’s “profile” is moved to the

Cost Savings

The major cost savings (and greatest value) are achieved
through the elimination of separate voice service between
two club locations, which is leased from the phone company.
In many cases there is no need to increase the bandwidth of
the data connection to accommodate voice. In other cases,
an incremental increase in bandwidth is needed.
You may also be able to reduce costs with “long distance
aggregating.” For example, if your club has two locations
with two separate phone systems using separate long distance service, you may be a candidate for aggregating. By

using VoIP, all long distance calls are
sent from a single location. That could
qualify the club for better long distance discounts.
Finally, we discussed earlier the potential savings on inside cabling. You
can save by running one set of cables
for both data and voice, especially if
you are building a new clubhouse, or
making significant renovations to an
existing facility.
What about cost increases with
VoIP? Well, the IP phones will cost you
more, though manufacturers do make
low-cost IP phones available. But upon
comparison, similarly equipped VoIP
phones compared to traditional telephones are more expensive. Count on
IP phones costing about $200 more
than what you would pay for a traditional multi-button speaker phone.
Bottom line — the upfront cost for
a new VoIP implementation is more
than a comparable PBX implementation. But with VoIP, a big savings can
come over time, as redundant leased
telecommunications service is eliminated. Add that to the value of productivity gains associated with some VoIP
deployments, and you have a winning
formula for many organizations.
Who Are the Major Commercial
VoIP Players?

Lots of companies are getting into
the VoIP business. It’s important for
you to make sure any provider considered by your club has deep experience
with this specific technology and has a
strong track record for successful VoIP
installations. Our experts offered the
following manufacturers as the top
players in the industry:
• 3Com
• Avaya (formerly Lucent)
• Cisco
• Mitel
• NEC
• Nortel
• Shoretel
• Siemens
VoIP — Should You Do It Now or
Later?

For most clubs with no leased data
service between locations, there’s no
urgent need to consider VoIP. For a
club with multiple locations utilizing
voice and data on separate leased circuits, VoIP is worth looking at now.
Keep in mind that this is not a question of if, but of when. Our experts
predict that 10 years from now, all
voice will be handled by VoIP in some
way. So it’s probably a good idea to at

least include VoIP in the mix as you
continually evaluate your club’s telephony and data communications needs.
C
We are grateful for the technical assistance provided for this article by our
two VoIP experts. Primary input was
provided by Tom Weiman, telecommunications practice leader at Technical
Designs, Inc., an RSM McGladrey, Inc.
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alliance partner for telecommunications
consulting. Additional input was provided by Jeff Hall, CISSP, GSEC. Jeff is a
director with RSM McGladrey, Inc.’s Integrated Technology Solutions Group,
and has 25 years of experience in voice
and data networking. Both Tom and Jeff
are currently working with several of
RSM McGladrey’s private club clients
on VoIP projects.
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The “Tipping Point” for Club Technology
• A large portion of most club’s members frequently
ecently, while rummaging through a cabinet
use
e-mail and the Internet
full of past CMAA World Conference materi•
Small
businesses in almost every other industry with
als, I came across a taped interview I did in
1996 about club technology. The interviewer asked me more than 20 PCs now have at least one fulltime IT perall of the standard questions: What’s the latest technolo- son on staff
• The level and complexity of the average club’s techgy for clubs? What impact does the Internet have? How
can clubs go about choosing the right systems? And then nology goes far beyond that of most other small businesses in different industries.
came the question that really caught my
This industry-wide resistance to adding an IT
attention: “What’s the biggest technology
staff
position has always been a source of frusproblem clubs are facing today?” And sadly,
tration
for me. But if we look at how clubs
my answer from 1996 was the same as it is
adopt new business practices as a whole, it’s not
today – implementation.
all that difficult to understand. Ours is an
Over the years I’ve written more than a
industry driven by tradition, and large-scale
dozen articles on a variety of issues related
change is looked upon with skepticism by most
to the proper implementation of computer
tradition-based organizations. However, while
technology. Topics have included strategic
these organizations may initially be slow to
IT planning, long-range IT budgeting,
embrace change, once a new concept gains a
technology change management, software
Bill Boothe
champions programs, technology commit- Club/ResortTechnology, substantial foothold, they often move very
tees, software pilot testing, on-going user RSM McGladrey, Inc. quickly to accept the new standards industrywide.
training, equipment upgrade and replacement strategies, IT staffing and others.
Sitting back and watching my interview from 1996 Embracing change
On the club technology front, you only have to look at
gave me pause to wonder: In today’s world, what single
web
sites to see this resistance/acceptance concept in
factor could most improve a club’s technology impleaction.
Six years ago, in February 2000, only a handful
mentation? And the answer is pretty simple – the addiof
private
clubs had their own web site. While a great
tion of professional technology expertise to the club’s staff.
majority of small businesses in other industries were
Here’s why.
quickly adopting web technology to improve customer
communications, private clubs were nowhere to be seen
Professional IT staffing – the key to success
Long ago Fortune 500 companies learned that if you on the Internet. Yet, just four short years later in
want to get the most out of any new technology invest- February 2004, it was estimated that about 50 percent of
ment, you’d better have people on staff who know the ins all private clubs had a web site. Today, that estimate is
and outs of that technology. But smaller organizations, about 70 percent.
So how does a concept like club web sites go from nil
like private clubs, were able to get by with minimal technical support until the late 80s, when PCs began to to near-universal acceptance in such a short time frame?
appear in private clubs. Since then, the technology clubs Business consultant Geoffrey Moore, in his book
have been using has become much more complex – and Crossing the Chasm (New York: Harper-Collins, 1991),
even more difficult to manage. Still today, the vast lays out a scenario that describes the phenomenon of
majority of private clubs do not employ a fulltime IT change acceptance. Moore postulates that there are five
different customer segments within any market: innovaspecialist.
tors, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards. The key to any new idea, product or service reachThat fact boggles the mind, given that:
• The average club has 20 or more computers, and 40 ing wide acceptance, Moore says, is getting past the
innovators (less than 2 percent of the market) to the early
or more computer users
adopters (about 10 percent of the market).
• Virtually every club department uses computers
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And that’s exactly what happened
with club web sites. The first hundred or so sales in early 2000 were
easy. Web sites were new and exciting, and the innovators in the industry couldn’t wait to get started. But
the key to large-scale change was the
next group of clubs – the early
adopters – and they needed more
than a few bells and whistles to make
their move. Fortunately for the
industry, the vendors were able to
demonstrate real value in club web
sites. Several hundred more clubs
jumped on board in 2001, and the
trend kicked into high gear.

IT staffing – what will it take?
If clubs were willing to embrace
web sites in 2001, why have they
been so reluctant to add a fulltime
IT position to their staff? Actually,
the innovators have already
added IT staffing. They’re generally larger clubs with complex technology and lots of computer users.
And they’re the risk takers – the
clubs that embrace change and are
willing to try new approaches. But
that’s where progress seems to have
stalled. The next group of clubs in
line, the early adopters, haven’t followed suit. Why? Because they
haven’t seen a convincing cost/benefit rationale for adding an IT professional - until recently.
In the past two years or so, a
good portion of the club market
has added one or more advanced
technologies that are difficult for
clubs to install and support themselves: fiber optic cabling, wireless
systems, firewalls, enterprise-wide
anti-virus and anti-spyware systems, interactive web sites with
secure member account information, high-speed e-mail and
Internet access to employee desktops, secure member access to the
Internet, Voice Over IP, and others.
By deploying these new, advanced
technologies, a substantial segment
of the industry has come face to face
with a startling reality – they can’t
manage these systems on their own.
From this group will come the early
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adopters, and they will be the driving force to add professional IT
staffing in private clubs.

How long will it take?
We’ve seen a striking number of
clubs in the past two years make the
leap. These early adopters recognize
that they will never gain the full
measure of benefit from their technology investment by slogging forward on their own. And as the percentage of clubs with IT staff grows
to the 10-12 percent level, the market will approach a “tipping point.”
Malcolm Gladwell masterfully
addresses this concept in his aptly
titled book The Tipping Point
(Little, Brown and Company,
2000). He provides a thorough
analysis of the factors, which cause
entire markets to rush forward in
adopting a particular concept, product or service. While we don’t have
the space to delve deeply into
Gladwell’s theorems, suffice it to say
that, in order for a market to truly
embrace change, the innovators and
early adopters must get on the
bandwagon, paving the way for the
next group crucial to mass market
change – the early majority. Once
this early majority begins its move,
the market “tips” as a whole toward
acceptance.
And that’s about where the club
market stands today. The innovators
are already on board, and the early
adopters are accepting change – by
adding advanced technology and the
IT staff needed to manage it – at an
increasing rate. The next and crucial
group, the early majority, is looking
on with more than a little interest.

• If your club is an innovator, we’re
preaching to the choir
• If early adopter best defines your
club, you’ve already added several
advanced technologies, and you’ve
felt the knowledge pinch. Hopefully,
you’ve added the IT staff expertise
needed
• If your club is in the early majority, you’ll be adding advanced technologies soon, and you’ll be part of
the group that will “tip” the market
by adding the needed staffing
• If late majority fits your club’s
profile, you’ll be on the back side of
the movement, when the change is
well-established and the perceived
benefits are a foregone conclusion
• And if your club is a laggard, well
…
Here’s the key: Don’t wait until
you’re in over your head with
advanced technologies to make your
move. Add the needed IT expertise
up front – then add the technologies. The current innovator and early
adopter clubs will testify to the value
of that wisdom. BR
Bill Boothe is Director of
Club/Resort Technology Consulting
for RSM McGladrey, Inc. one of the
nation’s largest business services
providers. He has assisted more than
300 private clubs and resorts with
the planning, evaluation, selection
and implementation of computer
technology in all facets of their operations. Bill has published numerous
articles and is a frequent speaker at
hospitality conferences. He can be
reached at bill.boothe@rsmi.com,
(561) 682-1638, or at www.rsm
mcgladrey.com/privateclubs.

Where does your club fit in?
That’s an important question for
you to consider:
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Annual Software Fees

Should They Be Higher?

igher fees for annual software support and petition from other clubs – or other forms of hospitality
maintenance? That can’t be right. We should and entertainment – has been largely ignored. Today,
however, clubs are finding stiff competition all around
be asking for lower fees. Right?
Wrong. In fact, low annual software support and them, and technology, which has been a major
maintenance fees are the major cause of a whole litany of success/failure factor in other industries, is just beginproblems in the private club software industry. But I’m ning to make its mark within the club industry.
But there’s a problem. All these years, clubs have
getting ahead of myself. Let’s start by combeen
paying comparatively piddling annual fees –
paring the fees charged in the club industry
and
essentially
receiving piddling advancements in
with those of other industries. Recently I
return.
Club
software
has been focused on proconducted a quick e-mail survey of club
duction
tasks
–
accounting,
payroll, inventory,
software companies by asking two simple
and
point
of
sale.
The
real
“competitive
edge”
questions:
stuff
has
been
very
slow
to
emerge
in
clubs.
That
• What is the average sales amount of a
all
changed
a
few
years
ago,
when
competition
led
software purchase from your private club
clubs
to
begin
demanding
better
databases
and
customers?
information tools. Not so coincidentally, that’s
• What is the average amount you charge
when annual fees finally started rising in the club
for annual software support and mainteBill Boothe
industry.
nance, as a percentage of the software cost?
Club/ResortTechnology,
Why should you care? Well, if you’re fortunate
RSM
McGladrey,
Inc.
enough
to be at a club that is relatively immune
The answers ranged from $6,500 to
to
outside
competition, no reason to care. But if
$28,000 for an average software purchase,
you’re
like
most
clubs,
facing an ever-growing list of outside
and from 20 percent to 25 percent for annual fees. Keep
choices
your
members
can select from, your concern level
that percentage in mind as we continue.
should
be
rising.
Because
with low annual fees comes infeOur firm does consulting work in many industries:
rior
technology
and
services.
Here’s a partial list of benefits
hospitality, manufacturing, construction, health care,
the
club
industry
would
reap
if annual fees were signifibanking, etc., and a common denominator among all of
cantly
increased:
those industries is the cost of annual software support.
Better Quality Control – Tight software development
It’s generally 20-25 percent of the current software cost.
budgets
mean that vendors are forced to cut corners on
So on the surface, it would seem that private clubs are
their
quality
assurance programs. It’s no secret that the club
right in line with other industries.
software
industry
has a history of releasing “buggy” softBut here’s the kicker. The average cost of software in those
ware.
Many
clubs
cringe
at the thought of receiving version
other industries is three to 10 times more than in clubs, transpractice in the industry is to delay
upgrades,
and
a
standard
lating into three to 10 times more in annual fees. Yet, the numapplying
updates
until
the
off-season. Many are the stories
ber of modules, breadth of functionality, and amount of
of
clubs
applying
updates
only
to have critical features stop
support and maintenance required is about the same as that
or
worse,
have
the
system crash altogether.
working,
of clubs. So why are other industries willing to pay such
Improved
quality
assurance
programs
would help assure
large sums?
that
new
software
releases
would
be
bug-free
and reliable.
Competition. Not between the software vendors, but
Better
Documentation
–
How
many
times
have we
between their customers. In most industries, computer
heard
clubs
complain
about
poor
software
documentatechnology is used as a weapon to compete. Better technology leads to better performance, and more profits. In tion? Compared to many other industries, club user docother words, computer technology separates the top umentation is shallow, incomplete, and often not curcompetitors from the also-rans. But really powerful soft- rent. Poor documentation results in lost productivity as
users struggle to understand the capabilities of their software is really expensive to produce and maintain.
Clubs on the other hand have historically focused on ware. In other industries, education specialists work fulltheir own world “within the walls.” Until recently, com- time to produce detailed, user-friendly documentation
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and tutorials that their customers
can actually use to learn operations
and solve problems.
Faster
Customer
Support
Response Times – Here’s another big
complaint area with private clubs.
Callbacks are the norm in the club
industry, with many clubs waiting several hours – even days – to hook up
with support. Meanwhile, clubs are
“on their own”, trying to “work
around” problems that should be
addressed in a matter of minutes. In
many other industries, “live body” support is available immediately, or following a brief wait. Business interruptions
are held to a minimum with quick
access to live support.
Experienced Training and
Customer Support Personnel –
Clubs often gripe about inexperienced trainers who must call into the
office frequently to get answers, or
brand new support personnel who
don’t know much more about the
software than the club itself. Just
another result of tight vendor budgets. In most other industries, trainers
and support personnel are put
through extensive education before
being promoted to the front lines.
More Advanced Software Solutions
– Virtually all other industries offer
more advanced analytics, forecasting,
data mining and business intelligence
capabilities than that currently found
in the club industry. Development of
these tools is expensive – and historically, club software vendors haven’t had
the funds to make much headway here.
When I tell consultants in other industries that hundreds of private clubs are
still running on Windows 95/98, and
many are still running DOS applications, they can hardly believe me. But
of course it’s true – due mostly to a lack
of vendor revenue. Increased revenue
would allow club software vendors to
hire the talent needed to write
advanced software for the latest platforms and languages.
More Value for the Technology
Dollar Spent – Compared to other
industries, the club industry receives
a very low return on its computer
technology investment. Club software is long on production task
capability and short on analytics and
business intelligence. Other indus2

tries have moved beyond the basics
to emphasize software functionality
that enhances revenue, reduces costs
and supports management decisionmaking. Club software is just beginning to make that transition.
So where does this leave us?
Spending more money for annual support and maintenance. The club
industry’s appetite for advanced
technology and improved support is
starting to show itself – and the vendors are beginning to respond with
early-generation tools and support
practices that hold promise. But that
means increased costs. Already we’re
seeing quotes for annual fees rising –
across almost all vendors. As a practical matter, we recommend that your
future budgets anticipate a 10-20 percent increase each year for the next five
years to fund the catch-up.
In the big scheme of things, this is
a small price to pay for many years of
neglect. Now it’s time to pay the
piper. Advanced solutions don’t
come cheap. And as competition
heats up in the private club industry,
not many clubs will be able to get by
with outmoded technology. If you
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need proof, just look to the thousands of companies that ignored
technology advancements in other
industries – and are no longer in
business. BR
Bill Boothe is director of club/resort
technology consulting for RSM
McGladrey, Inc. one of the nation’s
largest business services providers. He
has assisted more than 300 private clubs
and resorts with the planning, evaluation, selection and implementation of
computer technology in all facets of their
operations. He can be reached at
bill.boothe@rsmi.com, (561) 6821638, or at www.rsmmcgladrey.com/
privateclubs.
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Data Mining
The Next Big Thing in Club Technology
By Bill Boothe
Editorʼs Note: The following article originally appeared in
three installments in Private Club Technology Update, a newsletter published by RSM McGladrey. It has been condensed
to feature length, and is reprinted here by permission of RSM
McGladrey, copyright 2004; all rights reserved.

One of the most frequent technology questions
asked of industry specialists is: “What do you see
as the next big technology advancement on the
horizon for private clubs?” Our answer—data
mining. This is a technology well-entrenched
in many other industries, but virtually invisible
within private clubs. Too bad, since data mining is such a powerful analytical tool that offers
knowledge and insights that can change the way
an entire industry operates.

Data mining is a broad subject, so weʼre going
to address it in three separate parts. The first part
of this articles focuses on the psychological underpinnings of data mining in an effort to explain
the technologyʼs origins and rationale. Part two
reviews the five distinct types of data mining.
The final part examines why data mining is not
widely employed in the private club industry, and
how clubs can change that situation.
Letʼs begin with the basics. Data mining is
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Data Mining (continued)

the ”computerized process of detecting patterns in data sets.” This approach has grown
out of our innate ability as human beings to
detect patterns in the natural flow and change
of events. Humans are capable of recognizing many first-order patterns naturally, using
our “wired-in” abilities to see patterns automatically. However, computer systems, using
data mining software, reveal more complex
second-order patterns that are “invisible” to
us on our own.
For example, look at the list of letters
depicted below.
A E F H I K L M N T
Whatʼs the next letter in the sequence? (Take a
few moments to try and see the pattern.)
As you look for the pattern, your brain
works its way through a series of “already
known” patterns, searching for the one which
will reveal the answer. For instance, you
might consider: Is the next letter a vowel? Is

2

it a consonant? Is there a pattern driven by
the number of letters omitted in the sequence?
Do the letters spell something? The point
of this exercise is to demonstrate that your
“pattern detectors” go to work automatically
to solve the problem in front of you.
The answer to the question is the letter “V.”
Why? Because all of the letters presented are
made of straight lines, and “V” is the next letter in the alphabet made of straight lines.
When this problem is presented to a
group, only about 5 percent of the participants
see this pattern. Thatʼs because, for most of
us, letters are used to represent something.
Rarely do we look at letters as figures in and
of themselves.
Our ability to recognize and understand
certain patterns is affected by our individual
perception, or “paradigm.” Paradigms affect
our point of view, and affect how we recognize, judge and understand the world around
us. Paradigms are formed by our learning
experiences throughout life.
Each personʼs paradigm is different, and
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thus a bit flawed. Since we filter what we
see, hear, touch, taste and smell through our
own paradigms, each human experiences the
world a bit differently. This is where data
mining comes in, since it is through this
technology that we can remove our paradigms from the analysis process and see the
world as it really is.
The purpose of data mining, then, is to
change the way we see our world, or bring to
our attention some facet of our world that was
not apparent to us naturally. In the business
world, data mining is used to gain a tactical
advantage. For private clubs, such an advantage could take many forms: gaining a better
understanding of what our members really want
and value, competing more effectively with
nearby clubs and public facilities, identifying
sub-groups of members who share like interests
that were previously unrecognized, or predicting in advance which members are most likely
to consider resigning their memberships.
Most clubs have a huge amount of data
stored within their computer systems: demo-

graphics on members and dependents, member purchase histories in food and beverage,
golf, tennis, and other departments; survey
information on member interests, areas visited
on the clubʼs Web site, and more. The problem most clubs experience is not in gathering
the data, but in extracting it in a way that reveals important patterns and trends. This process of extraction, analysis and understanding
is the foundation of good data mining.
There are five different levels of data
mining. Each level offers a distinct type of
information that can benefit clubs. The five
levels are:
1. Classification
2. Estimation
3. Predication
4. Affinity Grouping
5. Clustering
A discussion of each level follows.
Classification
Classification represents both the simplest
level of data mining—and the most important.
Essentially, classification involves the examination of an object (data element) and the assignment of that object to a predefined class.
A common club example of classification is
the use of membership types. Each member
is assigned to one class from a limited list of
already-known classes, and each member can
only be assigned to one class (even though a
few clubs do assign members to more than
one class).
Private clubs utilize a number of different classifications to define their members:
member class (e.g., full, social, junior), resident/nonresident, member of the menʼs and
ladies golf associations, member of the board
of directors or club committees, gender, members with children, members with specific
interests, and so on. Each of these classifications help to define individual club members,
as well as the clubʼs overall membership.
Whatʼs the value of classification? First
of all, it simplifies communications with
members who have certain things in common. Billing all golfers their handicap fee is
made easier by grouping them together as golf
members. Sending a letter to potential swim
team members is made easier by grouping
all members with children between the ages

of X and Y. Sending an e-mail to members
who might be interested in a theater outing is
made more meaningful by grouping together
all members who have previously attended
theater events.
Software designed for private clubs is
loaded with classification features because
clubs use classifications for a myriad of tasks.
Most are routine jobs similar to the examples
just given—billing, mailings, blast e-mails,
and other forms of communication.
But classification can also be used to perform sophisticated analysis tasks on member
behavior. Member spending analysis comes
to mind. Most clubs produce computer-generated reports that show how (and sometimes
where) members spend their dollars at the
club. First, the club defines its spending classes (dining food, dining beverage, club events
food and beverage, golf/tennis merchandise,
guest rooms, private parties, and so on). Then
reports are generated which reflect the amount
spent by each member in each of these previously defined classes. Further analysis can
be achieved by sorting the data by a second
set of classifications, such as member type,
resident/nonresident, age range, the length of
time theyʼve been a member, and so forth.
Classification is the data mining workhorse for clubs, even though itʼs the least
sophisticated level of data mining available. Todayʼs club software offers users wide
discretion in their definition of classifications. Plus, advanced solutions allow users
to execute complex analytical reporting by
“slicing and dicing” on any and all elements
of the clubʼs database. These report-writing
tools are the most powerful form of classification data mining, and offer great value to
the private club industry.
But thereʼs more. Much more.
Estimation
Estimation is the process of using data to
come up with an unknown variable. A common example of estimation is determining the
fair market value of real estate. For example,
when a home is put on the market for sale,
“comparables” are run to gain information
on recent sales of homes that are similar to
the target home. The analysis might consider
variables such as number of bedrooms, square
footage, lot size, neighborhood, proximity to
schools, age of home, amenities (pool, fenc-

ing, appliances) and so forth. The analysis is
intended to provide the seller with a realistic
idea of the target homeʼs fair market value.
A common club-related example of classification might be estimating how many
members will respond to a particular event
invitation. Based upon past attendance at
similar events, and information on member
interests and preferences, estimation can predict the number of members who are likely
to be interested in a particular event. Such
an analysis could be quite helpful in event
planning, and could focus the clubʼs eventsmarketing efforts on those events most likely
to be well-attended.
Prediction
Prediction is the same as estimation—with
a twist. Prediction provides an estimation that
can be verified. For example, prediction can
identify which specific members are most
likely to respond to a particular event invitation (not just how many, as with estimation).
This level of specificity can be powerful.
Consider the value of predicting which members are most likely to resign their membership in the next six months!
Affinity Grouping
Affinity grouping is the process of determining which things go together. A common example is found on Internet retail sites.
Often, when you purchase a product online,
the site will suggest other “related” items that
may interest you. This cross-selling technique is very effective, and has increased online sales volumes significantly. Clubs might
use affinity grouping to invite members to
attend a certain event that is similar to previous events attended by those same members.
Clustering
Cluster analysis is different from all other
forms of data mining, because it does not
depend on previously defined classes to form
judgments. Clustering divides a diverse group
(a clubʼs members) into a number of more
similar subgroups or clusters—automatically.
The data records are grouped together on the
basis of “self-similarity.” Itʼs then left to the
data miner to determine what meaning, if any,
to attach to the resulting clusters. Clubs might
use clustering to identify certain subgroups of
members not previously classified, and then
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Data Mining (continued)

establish events or amenities that are attractive to those subgroups.
Use of Data Mining in Private Clubs
Simply put, data mining is designed to
lower costs, increase revenue, and improve
customer satisfaction. Many industries use
data mining with great success, and point
to this technology as a major contributor to
improved profitability and customer service.
But why isnʼt this technology more widely
used by the club industry?
The answer seems to be that until quite
recently, data mining just hasnʼt been a priority for most private clubs. Software vendors
serving the industry havenʼt emphasized it.
Data mining specialists serving other industries havenʼt offered it to clubs. And most
importantly, only a handful of clubs have
demanded it. Why?
Letʼs start with the club software vendors, who mainly offer data mining tools
that handle classification tasks. Although
classification is the most rudimentary level
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of data mining, it is also the most important.
Three items are needed to perform classification tasks:
1. A relational database. All of the newer
Windows-based club management software solutions offer the needed database. We estimate that 70 percent of
all private clubs now have a Windowsbased solution.
2. A robust ad hoc reporting application.
Again, the newer solutions generally include such a reporting tool.
3. An understanding of how to use data
mining tools. We estimate that fewer
than 10 percent of all private clubs have
anyone on staff proficient in using data
mining tools. Most clubs report that they
have received no training from their vendor on this important tool. Others report
that they had to seek training from an
independent local source.
Just as important, most clubs do not have
an individual designated as the data mining expert. Sure, some bright person in ad-
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ministration might take on the challenge to
learn and use the tools on their own, but data
mining isnʼt recognized in most clubs as a
required skill that must be mastered by at
least one employee. The result? The clubʼs
database goes unmined.
How to Maximize Your Club’s Use of
Data Mining
Start by making sure you have software
solutions that are based upon a strong relational database with a good reporting tool.
Then add a staff person with previous database management experience. Most clubs are
not likely to have an existing staff member
who will be up to the task of learning database
theory, designing data mining queries, and
executing the needed reporting.
This does not necessarily mean that
your club must add a new position. Instead, when a staff members leaves and
the club recruits a replacement, look for
candidates that have these requisite skills.
The new person would be responsible for

the replaced tasks as well as the data mining
chores, which for most clubs, can be accomplished in 10 to 20 hours per month.
What About the Higher Levels of Data
Mining?
If you want to utilize estimation, prediction, affinity grouping and clustering—the
four higher levels of data mining—your club
will need to look outside of the club industry
for assistance. Fortunately, there are plenty
of high-level data mining products available
to choose from—and lots of consulting firms
to help out. Hereʼs what would be needed to
make this happen:
1. Your club would enter into a service agreement with a data mining provider.
2. You would export your clubʼs database
to the provider, probably on a monthly
basis.
3. The provider would host the data mining
tool and data. (No need to purchase the
data mining tools, which can cost upwards
of $250,000.)
4. You would design standard, pre-set reports,
which would be delivered by the miner on
a regular basis.
5. You could request special ad hoc reports as
needed.
Sounds pretty straightforward, right?
Wrong. To our knowledge, there are no existing data mining relationships in the private club
industry. (Thatʼs not quite true—Weʼve heard
rumors that one or two clubs are using outside
data mining companies, but so far we have
been unable to confirm these relationships.)
What’s a Club to Do?
There are two ways for your club to acquire
higher data mining functionality:
1. Have your club software vendor fund
a data mining project. Unfortunately,
we believe that this approach isnʼt very
practical, based upon recent discussions
with executives from the leading providers. In a nutshell, providers are waiting for
significant demand from their customers to
initiate such a project. Since the industry
as a whole isnʼt clamoring for more sophisticated data mining tools yet, it could
be a while before vendors have anything
significant to offer.
2. Organize a group of clubs—using the
same core application software—to fund

an independent data mining project.
In our opinion, this approach could be
a winner. It would require about a half
dozen clubs to get together and make it
happen—without assistance from their
club software provider. The key here is
that all of the clubs must have the same
club software applications, so the data
mining routines that are developed can
be executed on the same basic data structures.
What might such an arrangement cost?
Based upon a recent review of similar arrangements in other industries, we estimate that the
clubs would split a $10,000 to $20,000 up-front
development cost, and then pay $500 to $1,000
a month each for their own data mining reports,
plus an hourly fee for custom reports. The reports would be available on the providerʼs Web
site, or in PDF format.
Conclusions
Data mining is a
potentially valuable
m a n a g e m e n t i n f o rmation tool for the
private club industry.
While this technology
is readily available in
other industries, it is
not yet widely used in
private clubs (except
at the classification
level). The major club
software providers are
not expected to offer
advanced data mining
technology in the short
term.
However, clubs that
have a clear need and
can justify the up-front
and reporting costs
could band together to
fund an independent
data mining project
with a qualified thirdparty provider. Such an
arrangement could be
reasonably priced if the
agreement is properly
structured and enough
clubs participate. In the
meantime, clubs can

still reap considerable benefits from classification data mining by using their Windowsbased club management solutions and adding
database expertise to the clubʼs staff.
Bill Boothe is Director of Club/Resort Technology Consulting for RSM McGladrey, Inc., one
of the nationʼs largest business services providers. He has assisted more than 300 private
clubs and resorts with the planning, evaluation,
selection and implementation of computer technology in all facets of their operations. Boothe
has published numerous articles, is a frequent
speaker at hospitality conferences, and is the
author of the national newsletter Private Club
Technology Update. For more information,
contact bill.boothe@rsmi.com, (561) 682-1638,
or at www.rsmmcgladrey.com/privateclubs.

WHY JOIN THE NATIONAL CLUB ASSOCIATION?

“NCA helped
to save my club
$70,000.00...”
The National Club Association was the obvious choice
to contact when my club was unfairly fined over $70,000
as a result of a Department of Labor audit. NCA saved my
club thousands of dollars in fines and legal fees. But most
importantly, NCA helped me keep my members happy.
Michael Kurtas, CCM
Bent Creek Country Club

A Voice for Clubs... A Resource for Club Leaders
1201 15th St., N.W.
Suite 450
Washington, DC 20005

800-625-6221

www.NatlClub.org
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